THE GOOD STUFF BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Happy Feet
Swag Bag

San Francisco-based Molhimawk has answered the
call to fun with their exciting golf bags. Along with
its own custom designs, Molhimawk is a licensee
of Loudmouth Golf. The company offers some of
Loudmouth’s most popular patterns, such as Jolly
Roger (shown), Black Shagadelic, Paintballs, and
Disco Balls.
The Swag Bag weighs 5 lbs., and the four-point
shoulder harness is one of the most comfortable
we have ever slung on our backs. The pockets are
plentiful and include a cooler pouch. These bags
are the real deal in performance and price-point.
Molhimawk’s original designs stand bags are
just over $100 (which may be the best deal in
golf), and the Loudmouth bags are priced well
below most stand bags on the market. Go out
and have some fun…with a Molhimawk bag
across your shoulders.
$104.99 Molhimawk designs
$132.00 LoudMouth designs
www.molhimawk.com

FootJoy’s HyperFlex golf shoe is a
revolutionary design that introduces
a new material to golf shoes. The
FlexGrid 2.0 is extremely light
weight and stabilizes a golfer’s
feet with a mesh exoskeleton
that provides superior lateral
support. HyperFlex is essentially
a waterproof athletic shoe, but
FootJoy’s FTF 2.0 foam provides
a platform that gives golfers
support and comfort throughout
the golf swing, and comfort
during an
entire round.
$159.99   www.footjoy.com

Let it Fly

Hurricane Protection

Sunice’s Ultimate Jacket V7 is an
updated version of the company’s
most popular jacket to date. With
a lifetime waterproof guarantee,
the heavy price tag is justified by
superior quality and performance.
The Ultimate Jacket will handle
gale force winds in Scotland,
Chicago’s monsoon season, and
anything Mother Nature can
toss down on your swing. With
Sunice’s GORE-TEX® enhanced
Paclite® technology, the X-Static®
stretch lining, and Pro-Trim™
waist-cinching system, your
bones will be dry as you play
through the roughest conditions.
This outerwear is performancedriven and stretches where you
do, so the Ultimate Jacket V7
may be the best investment you
make this season.
$420   www.sunice.com
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Cobra’s new Fly-Z driver
series lives up to the
company’s reputation for
producing the longest
drivers on the market.
The trio of Fly-Z
drivers will satisfy
just about every
golfing demographic.
The Fly-Z XL ($279) is
an offset big stick that
is ideal for beginners,
ladies, and any other
golfer who has difficulty
squaring the clubface at
impact. Our favorite, the Fly-Z
($329) features Cobra’s MyFly
adjustable hosel and the Speed
Channel, which is located on the
face. This driver delivers a solid “tink”
at impact—there is no question it is a
Cobra driver when you hit it. The Fly-Z+
($399) has a weight system that allows
golfers to “flip” the clubhead’s center of
gravity by moving the weighed disc to
either the front or back weight port.
www.cobragolf.com

Bust it Long for Less Dough

Vice golf balls do something the leading balls cannot deliver…they
leave more cash in your wallet. The German manufacturer cut out the
middleman and offers an Internet-based sales platform. This means you
can purchase the Pro, their premium golf ball, for less than $25 per
dozen if you order five dozen. Vice reports independent lab tests show
that their Pro will perform just like…another ball that remains the most
popular on the professional tours. Our test drive with Vice’s Pro golf
balls was shocking. Those lab results were spot on! The Pro could hang
with our favorite balls that cost over $12 for a three-ball sleeve. But do
not take our word on this; get on your tablet, smartphone, or laptop
and order a dozen. Vice reports that nearly 90% of their customers are
repeat buyers and those customers are ordering multiple quantities.
$34.95 (1 dozen)   $24.95 (5 dozen)   www.vicegolf.com
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